UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL CLUB NEWSLETTER, the UIC, WEEK 2, 2018
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3. Announcements and inquiries from others
4. Aarhus and Denmark news and information
5. Danish traditions – Vacation & Religious Holidays
6. May we suggest an excursion in Aarhus / Denmark
7. Housing: for rent or needed
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Dear Internationals,

Most of us are now long into the habit of writing 2018. Occasionally it happens that it pops up – like the pen or when typing it’s in our fingers. But a year cannot be restarted, time cannot be reused. But is to be remembered. Hopefully a lot from the year 2017 is good to keep and in the future worth to rethink. Memories we take with us wherever we live, and piece together it is our backpack to unpack, and also to further develop.

The year as the European Capital of Culture was full of events. It seems it leads to more variety in Aarhus City as well as more optimism – also includes for a good number of people throughout even our region experienced more prosperity. More jobs were created, diversity more appreciated and life in general brought into our city. It’s something we should keep in mind, as we slowly move toward the
official opening of Aarhus as the European Voluntary Capital in 2018. – See more details under Section 4.

It was lovely to meet at AroS. A most enjoyable morning with lots of questions and answers, in addition some good piece of advice! – Thanks a lot for coming.

The annual UIC Christmas Party had to be called off. But another party is underway. For a party is great and life-assuring. Therefore please mark the date 31 January from 3pm. Details will follow.

Aarhus Record Growth Rate created more than 6,500 new jobs during the 2017 year, see details under Section 4!

Section 3 – always opens for new information offered from outside. This week the consequences if a foreign student / staff works a little too much due to the working permit. At the moment you receive a fine, but also lose the right to permanent stay in Denmark for 15 years.. – And a self-defense seminar in English offered, see below.

In the City of smiles we learned the shortest distance between two is giving a smile! Give it a try!

The weather and daylight. King winter weather can bring snow perhaps Sunday and Monday. But mainly we can expect some rain, a little sun, and most of all cloudy like to today. It could be fun with some snow for Aarhus has some nice hills for sledding! The temperatures are not likely to bring it about though! As nights range between minus 1 to 0 Celsius and day temperatures will be from 2 to 4 Celsius. - Since winter solstice 21 December we have 28 minutes more of daylight, whereas the sun got up at 8.48 am and sets at 4.06 pm. As time goes by it will rapidly exceed – and influence us positively!

UIC Newsletter always aims at providing information, which can assist everyone in getting to know more of the good events, which are on today and in the coming days. – First some information of General Interest and at the bottom the Calendar with specific activities mentioned at the bottom.

**1. UIC and selected IAS, AIAS & AU events & information**

UIC Party takes place Wednesday 31 January from 3pm – Mark it in your Calendar 2018 - Details to follow.

UIC & Dokk1 joint International Playgroup Each Friday, – next is 12 January 2018 from 10am-12noon.
**Location:** Dokk1, Pusterummet, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C. (the room is named 'Pusterummet') Pusterummet is in the same area as the 0-3 year area. It faces the water and is slightly differently demarcated. Take the elevator to Level 2, then go through the mini ramp and pass the 'Børnelab' - alternatively you can take the ramp up, then pass the stage stairs and you will be right there. Click here to view the
location on Google Maps. We are also active on Facebook as “UIC International Playgroup”, where you can stay up-to-date about upcoming events and activities and use the group to organize playdates and meetups. **Contacts**: Sarah Nightingale: nity78@hotmail.com & Amy-Jo Nicholson: amyjocampbelldk@gmail.com (or Gitte Haahr-Andersen: gha@au.dk).

More can join the UIC Book Club(s) – choose from the morning club or the after work one. If neither fits you, let’s form another one!

**UIC Book Club 2017 – English – open for more.**
Book: not yet decided, choose from a list of books, voting. Next meet up at the Café named "Stuen th", Tordenskjoldsgade 19B, Trøjborg, 8200 Aarhus N. Interested contact: Joy Dias joyelana@gmail.com

Or

**UIC Book Club After Work Hours – open for more.** Read Book: Mirror, Shoulder, Signal of Dorthe Nors. Meet next time: to be announced. Contact: Line Bager lbager@econ.au.dk

Women in Science Day 10 February at AIAS – see attachments!
Celebrate the UN International Day for Women and Girls in Science with public lectures from women in different scientific fields. All are welcome (you too, Gentlemen!) – Lectures from 1pm to 4pm. Hosted by AIAS, Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 6B, 8000 Aarhus C.

Sideline activities - you may need a permit
If you consider to take up sideline activities in Denmark, please be aware that your current work and residence permit might not allow you to do so. If you hold a work and residence permit to Aarhus University, this permit only allows you to work for the specific and specified employer/host (AU) in the specified position and period as mentioned in your work and residence permit. If you are considering to engage in any other activities, an additional permit for that sideline activity is required. A permit for sideline activities is required for each activity. Sideline activities can be related to your work or free time. Read the guide about sideline activities

Getting Started in Denmark in the spring – with a new programme
We have set the dates for the Getting Started in Denmark events in the spring semester. Please note that events will start half an hour earlier than usual to ensure that the participants get full benefit of both the registration and orientation.

The new programme
07:45  Welcome and submission of requested documents to public authorities
08:00  Orientation by Work in Denmark, AU International Academic Staff Services and Lærdansk
09:00 - ?  Registration at the public authorities. Individual questions. Registration usually takes 1-4 hours depending on the waiting time at the ICS. 58% of the participants are done with their registration at 11am. Location: The event takes place at the International Citizen Service (ICS), Åboulevarden 31, 1., 8000 Aarhus C

**What are the changes:** Earlier the event started at 8:15 and the registration took place at the same time as the 3 orientation sessions. This was disturbing to the participants and caused them to miss parts of the orientation. Therefore, we have now split up the programme so that the participants first have the orientation (before the ICS opens at 9am) and then the registration takes place afterwards from 9am. This may make the event last longer, but we have aimed to alleviate this by starting half an hour earlier at 7:45 so that we can get first in line to be registered when the ICS opens. / We hope that new staff will enjoy the new programme. Feel free to refer your new colleagues who need to be registered to the Getting Started in Denmark event. Getting Started in Denmark is an event organised by AU International Centre. It offers orientation and registration for newly arrived PhD students, researchers and their spouses/partners. The event is held twice a month on a Friday.  Read more about Getting Started in Denmark / Read the invitation

---

**Cultural Awareness seminar - Living and working with Danes Thu 25 Jan 2018, 10am to 12noon.**

Do you want to get a head start to understand the Danes? learn more about Danish culture and values? or find out why Danes behave the way they do?! Then join this seminar for international researchers, accompanying partners, and international staff at AU.

**Why join this seminar?** The seminar ensures that you get a head start to understand the Danes, learn more about Danish culture and values and find out why Danes behave the way they do! Whether you are here for a short or long period, this seminar will help you settle well and get knowledge and tools on living and working with Danes. You will learn how to interact with your Danish colleagues, how to get new friends and how to navigate the Danish workplace culture. You will get an introduction to how to achieve a good social life inside and outside the office with Danish friends and networks. Danish cultural training will give you knowledge about communication and collaboration in a Danish context.

- Increase your cultural self-awareness
- Crack the Danish workplace and social codes
- Strengthen communication and collaboration with Danish colleagues and network
- Get useful introduction to Danish society and tips to social and professional life

**What topics will we cover?** Introduction to Danish culture, values and society / How to navigate in the Danish workplace culture with Danish and international colleagues / Making friends and networking in Denmark / Management structure, decision processes and teamwork / Differences that make a difference / Communication, collaboration and managing expectations / The written and unwritten rules

**Who?** Open course for international researchers, accompanying partners, staff at AU

**Time and location:** 25th of January, 2018 from 10-12 / Deadline for registration: 22nd of January, 2018, International Centre (Dales Café), Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 4, bldg. 1653, 014 (basement), 8000 Aarhus C. In English, Free for AU Staff and international accompanying partners. **Sign-up:** Please sign up by sending an email to Intercultural trainer, Inge Aagaard, iaa@au.dk. Location: AU International Centre (Dales café), Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 4, Bldg. 1653 (Basement), 8000 Aarhus C.
Next Spring Folkeuniversitetet offers two events in English, limited seats, requires sign up:

A Guide to Politics in Denmark Wednesday 18 April 2018 from 7.45pm to 9.30pm

In the fictional Danish television series 'Borgen' viewers are introduced to a small country in Northern Europe. Here, the dynamic female prime minister rides her bike to work, minority governments and compromises prevail, and climate policy is a top priority. But how does it actually work, the political system in Denmark? How is a government formed in real life? And how do minority governments generate support for bills – and stay in government at all? The Danish constitution on the one hand contains few checks and balances on the government, but on the other hand the governments are predominantly minority governments with no guarantee that a majority in parliament will actually support the bills, it puts forward. We look at how the Danish political system is, nevertheless, both very stable and has been capable of steering Danish society quite successfully through the financial and economic crisis of recent years. Further, the lecture will also discuss how the emergence of new political parties has helped sustain public belief in the political system - and how developments like European integration may Free of charge. https://fuau.dk/aarhus/program/samfund-og-verden/a-guide-to-politics-in-denmark-1811-317 Sign up: SIGN UP Lecturer: professor Christoffer Green-Pedersen, Political Science, Aarhus Universitet

Guided Tour in Aarhus: Between Vikings and WWII Occupation Saturday 28 April 2018

Explore the history of the old city and how the Vikings fortified Aarhus (named Aros at the time), how the city was founded and what daily life used to be like. Your guide will take you to places relevant to the Nazi's occupation of Denmark, informers and bombings, and explain how not all citizens were opposed to the new law enforcement until Gestapo.

The tour will end at the entrance of Den Gamle By (The Old Town), Aarhus' national open-air museum, depicting Aarhus-life before the 1900s and until the 1970’s. NB: Max 20 participants


Fellows’ Seminars at AIAS, Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies

The AIAS Fellows' Seminars are all held in English and open to the public. See the complete spring 2018 programme of the Fellows' Seminar Series to be announced on: http://aias.au.dk/aias-fellows-seminar/ Venue: AIAS, Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 6B, AU Campus, 8000 Aarhus C (next to the International Center).

Beginner Intensive Course in Danish

As an international staff member at Aarhus University, you and your spouse or partner can benefit of free Danish lessons offered by Lærdansk at International Centre (Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 4, 8000 Aarhus C). The next Crash Course in Danish for the spring semester will take place in weeks 5 and 6, between 29th January - 9th February, every day (Monday to Friday), between 8:30 - 11:30. This course is the best solution if you want to learn some basic Danish skills very quickly, corresponding
to the first 50 lessons (from Module 1) of the “Danish for the Labor Market course”. You will have the chance to focus on Danish working culture and work vocabulary, which you will be able to start using immediately after the first lessons. You can apply online using this application form before the DEADLINE: 14 January 2017. If you have questions, feel free to contact your Lær dansk Coordinator on campus, Andrei Păduroiu, at Andrei.Paduroiu@adm.laerdansk.dk or at the following telephone number: 2679 0733.

Full Semester Course in Danish
Aarhus University international staff members, as well as their spouses or partners, have the possibility to take free Danish classes on campus, in Nobelparken, Jens Chr. Skous Vej, 8000 Aarhus C.
The next beginner Full semester Course starts in week 8 (with and after 19th February) and takes place two times per week, either on Monday and Wednesday (between 18.00 - 19.30), or Tuesday and Thursday (between 16.15 - 17.45). Also, for the ambitious spouses or partners who are at a beginner level and would like to study the language in a more intensive way can choose the Monday, Wednesday and Friday course between 8:30 - 11:15 (at Lær dansk).
The course aims to develop an active work and free time related Danish vocabulary, as well as give rich insights into the Danish workplace culture and traditions in general.

You can read more details about it here and sign up online by completing this application form no later than the DEADLINE: 4th February 2018. For more information, you are welcome to contact your campus coordinator, Andrei Păduroiu, via e-mail: Andrei.Paduroiu@adm.laerdansk.dk, or at the following telephone number: 2679 0733.

2. Selected Aarhus events

New Year – Bob Dylan Songs with Dissing & LAS
The Trio e.g. Rasmus and Jonas Dissing and Las Nissen, all three sing and play guitar, and with Dan Hemmer as pianist/organist give concert at Ellevang kirke (church), Jellebakken 42, 8240 Risskov this Saturday 13 January at 4pm. Tickets dkk100 at flexbillet.dk/ellevang

Concert with the Wiener Music Sunday 14 January from 3pm to 4pm
Wienerexpressen performs with great New Year Music – to give you the right new year spirit at Sankt Johannes kirken, Peter Sabroes Gade 20, 8000 Aarhus C, dkk50 at the door.
Sing along at Fairbar – happens twice a month
During the last five years it has been a very popular event to sing from the Blue Songbook, the Danish Folk High Schools at Fairbar, read more details in Danish
http://www.fairbar.dk/ - all working here are volunteers. Meet up at Fairbar, Nørre Allé 66, 8000 Aarhus C

Aarhus Skating Rink stays open – try when the full moon is out!
Great fun to skate – or just to enjoy others skate.
Make sure to check the open hours due to the changing weather. Check here www.skøjtebanen.dk. Bring your own skates, or rent (service open hours: Mon-Wednesday 12noon to 6pm; Thu-Friday 12noon to 8pm, Sat-Sunday 10am to 5pm, dkk45). Free skates with: Gratis skøjteleje med AarhusCARD.
The skating rink can be used most of the day/night for free – and is great for all family members! Location: In front of the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 Aarhus

3. Announcements and inquiries from others (very different options!)

Journalist at Danish broadcast company seeks:
Dear staff & students,
I am journalist at DR (Danish broadcast company) the biggest media in Denmark. I am working with a story about the consequences if a foreign student / staff works a little too much due to the working permit. At the moment you receive a fine but also lose the right to permanent stay in Denmark for 15 years. I would like to talk to staff/ students who got a fine working a little too much – maybe not knowing about how it could affect the permanent stay. Please call me back at 42320603 if you are affected or know anybody who are. Some politicians are talking about changing the law so it is important to show the consequences. I can also tell you more about the story we are working on. Thanks for your attention
Best regards  Kåre Kildall Rysgaard, Journalist at DR
Advertisement of Self-defense seminar in English for Women

Dear All,

I will be organizing (not delivering!) a self-defense seminar for women only in English. It will take place on the 3rd of March (Saturday) from 14.30-17.30h in the Aarhus Syd Taekwondo klub in Højbjerg. The price is 250kr. A Facebook event will be created with further info and booking/payment details within the next 2 weeks. Otherwise, I can be contacted by email galvevilla@hotmail.com. **A similar seminar for Men only** can also be organized if there’s enough demand (min.14)

Best regards and thanks! Maria Galve Villa

---

4. Aarhus and Denmark news / information

---

Record Growth Rate in Aarhus created 6562 new jobs!

Yesterday Mayor Bundsgaard at the New Year's Briefing for 600 top Businessmen shared this good news. The year 2017 brought about the best result ever in Aarhus, which means growth rate was increased with 3.6%. By September Aarhus Kommune has 190.396 workplaces. The Mayor said it is time for companies to take social responsibility.

---

A Greener Aarhus

The City Council is working for a greener future and growth through a series of innovative projects involving the council, scientists, and businesses. Such projects are designed to develop solutions within energy optimization and climate adaptation to reduce CO2 emissions and make the city an attractive place to live and work. The City of Aarhus wants Aarhus to be CO2 neutral by 2030, and is also working towards the municipality as a business in its own right becoming CO2 neutral by 2030. Consequently, the Council decided that the municipality will reduce its own emissions by a minimum of 2% per annum under the 'climate municipality agreement' signed with the Danish Society for Nature Conservation. For more information on the city’s green project goals, follow the news on the [“Go Green with Aarhus” portal](#), which provides details of how each project contributes to the goal of green growth in the City of Aarhus. Furthermore, the “Go Green with Aarhus” portal allows you to discover how Aarhus is coordinating efforts within the environment and energy with business growth.
Millions to a beautiful super bike route from Risskov to the Marselisborg forests

The Aarhusian bikers have something to look forward to. The government has now deposited almost 13 million dkk to extend the bike route along the waterfront from Risskov to the Marselisborg forests. A beautiful trip to the waterfront, to enjoy a picnic, or maybe the new route to work. The bike route from Risskov to Dokk1 will be expanded and routed all the way to the Marselisborg forests. On the route, the Aarhusians can enjoy the city from the most beautiful angle and move along the coast from the green wood of Rii Skov, on to Dokk1, and further along the Tangkrogen to the Marselisborg forests. In the beginning of December, the Ministry of Transport's Bike Fund allocated 12.8 million Dkk to the new bike connection. The government subsidies thus constitutes a good part of the 30 million Dkk that it costs to realize the project.

Mom’s Day / Women are invited to visit the future Aarhus Social and Sundhedsskole

16 January all are invited to learn about the different education within Danish health system. See the calendar below.

Crown Princess Mary Protector for European Voluntary Capital 2018

Aarhus is the European Voluntary Capital in 2018, and Her Royal Highness Crown Prince Mary becomes the protector, and participates on 21 January in the opening ceremony of the capital year. "... Aarhus holds something special when it comes to volunteering, and especially in the health and elderly department many people are involved in creating activities. Crown Princess Mary’s participation is important for the attention of Aarhus as a voluntary city," says Jette Skive, Councillor at Health and Caring, Aarhus Municipality. "We will celebrate and develop volunteering in 2018, and it should be easy, fun, and accessible to be a voluntary," says Mayor Jacob Bundsgaard, who is also the chairman of the Committee on Voluntary and Co-operation in Aarhus Municipality. Mark the date in your calendar!

A new book – a declaration of love

"Vi elsker Aarhus: En kærlighedserklæring til byen ved bugten" ("We love Aarhus: A declaration of love to the city by the bay"). Twelve Aarhusians, twelve essays; considerations from a so-called big city about favorite places, childhood glamour, Aarhusian greatness, madness, and the cheerful street corners. The authors: Stine Pilgaard, Jesper Stein, Jens Blendstrup, Peter Laugesen. The priest Mette Birk, the singer Karl William, actor Line Arlien-Søborg, politician Fatma Øktem, and journalist Peter Falktoft. Film director: Nils Malmros and master chef Wassim Hallal. Everyone has in common that they have roots in Aarhus, and in the book they draw their own image of the city. Well-written reports with heat and bite. The stories alternate between flashback and present. Look forward to Jens Blendstrup’s descriptions of Djævlebakken and Lortestien.
(The devil hill and The crap street). Stine Pilgaard's story about Long-tailed shrimp cocktails served on slopes as artifacts’). Nils Malmros’ reminder of his first crush. Fatma Øktem’s declaration of love for the quiet moment in the cathedral. Jesper Steins succulent memories of the cycle path between Risskov and the city, or Peter Falktoft’s telling about “Den Permanente” (“The Permanent”). The well-written chapters can be read individually or collectively. The coffee-table book is richly illustrated with colourful cityscapes and black-and-white portraits of the authors. Visually, we come close to the city, life, people, and the sea. The book can be purchased in Danish only.

Organic reorganization three years faster than expected

Kitchens in day care, schools, and staff canteens in Børn og Unge (Children and Youth), Aarhus Municipality, have already met the city council’s target of 60 percent ecology in the municipal pots and pans by 2020 - three years before time. The ecology percentage is 67 in Børn og Unge’s kitchens - and thus the target has already passed. The rapid conversion has been possible because the kitchen workers have taken the ecology theme seriously, and have worked purposefully and systematically to minimise meat consumption and food waste. There has been a focus on challenging the usual eating habits by presenting the children for, among other things, blue mussels and seasonal vegetables. It has been received very well by people.

Future house for all generations of Aarhus Ø is underway:

A diverse building project will be up on the new harbour area of Aarhus Ø. The Generations’ House is the modern suggestion for all generations in the same house. The Generations’ House will become one of the last building projects in the first phase of expansion at the harbour area of Aarhus Ø, and it will be finished at the end of the year 2019. It is the first of its kind in Denmark, where all generations are mixed and assembled in one house. The total contract of 365 million Danish kroner was won by the construction company JFP, Jørgen Friis Poulsen A/S Herning, and the architects are KPF Architects A/S and RUM A/S, and the landscape architect is Kragh and Berglund. The building will consist of 304 public housing for young families, the elderly and adults with disabilities. A mix of youthfulness and experience, combined with a day care center for 150 children. The builders are three magistrates departments from Aarhus and Brabrand Housing Association.

Hempel Sailing World Championships Aarhus: 30 July to – 12 August 2018.

Make sure not to miss this massive event at Aarhus Ø. VM i sejlsport, from the sailing centre to open in the coming months.

SALLING Rooftop is a true attraction, for tourists and the locals.
Within three months half a million visited the fantastic place which offers a wide angle view of Aarhus City and the bay. Remember: Friday events take place at the top of Salling.

Hallo Hostel downtown Aarhus – a new place to stay
Ready to book in the city center – opposite Magasin du Nord and right on the riverside!
Hallo Hostel Aarhus, Fiskergade 2, 8000 Aarhus C
info@hallohostelaarhus.com Phone +45 86101020,
Dkk239 each night including linen & towel.

BrugAarhus.dk makes it easy to UseAarhus.dk!
If you want to use one of the public places, for example a park, a square to organize a concert, a flea market or the like, new practice is to turn to www.brug.aarhus.dk, and you can apply there, and the individual application will be directed to the involved public offices. This means much less administration.

3. May we suggest an excursion in Aarhus / Denmark

6. HOUSING:

7. CARETAKER / NANNY

Childcare/nanny (flexible hours) January-February 2018
Visiting professor at Aarhus University with family from New Zealand are looking for help with childcare between Tuesday 2 January - Thursday 8 February 2018. Times are negotiable and can be arranged flexibly to fit around your commitments, and can be arranged weekly. We are looking at 2-6 hours per day Mondays through Fridays. The two girls are 2 and 5
years old. The person sought will have previous experience with young children and can look after children with love, patience and respect. Swedish speaker preferred. (photo taken from google). Contact campbell.jones@auckland.ac.nz – or mail gha@au.dk

8. Calendar

Thursday 11 January

12noon to 2.30pm, Dads’ Playgroup, age 0 to 3, each Thursday, in Pusterummet, Dokk1, Hack Kampmanns Gade 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

3.30pm to 6pm, Study Café – get help with your homework and more – at Dokk1, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

3pm to 5.30pm, Knitting-crochet-sewing club at Risskov Library – Thursdays. The club is for everybody, regardless of level and is free of charge. Bring your friends, children, neighbor or your colleague! Sign up is not necessary. https://www.aakb.dk/arrangementer/det-kreative-hjoerne/strikkehaeklesyklub-paa-risskov-bibliotek-19 One of the attractive libraries in Aarhus with free parking – right outside! At Risskov Bibliotek, Fortebakken 1, 8240 Risskov.

4pm to 6pm, Math-Café – join & get help from volunteers at Dokk1, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

Friday 12 December

10am to 12noon, UIC Int’l. Playgroup – age group 0-3 years, in English, for all – Internationals & Danes / each Friday – details above, at Dokk1 at Pusterummet, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

10am to 12noon, Chess on the ramp at Dokk1, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

4.30pm to 5pm, Story-reading in Spanish for small children at Dokk1, Pusterummet, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

Saturday 13 January
8am to approx. 2pm, **Open Air Farmers’ Market** with all sorts of fresh produce, homemade products, – also on Wednesdays on Ingerslevs Boulevard, 8000 Aarhus.

**10am, Join a walk** with Aarhus Fodslaw – a good way to get to know some Danes – besides become familiar with the surrounding nature! Meet up at Falckgården, Trindsøvej (line 5A, 12). Free.

12.30pm to 4pm, **Repair Café** – bring what you need mended – volunteers help - on the Ramp, at **Dokk1**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

4pm, **New Year – Concert with Bob Dylan Songs with the Trio Dissing & LAS at Ellevang kirke (church)**, Jellebakken 42, 8240 Risskov this Saturday 13 January at Tickets dkk100 at flexbillet.dk/ellevang

---

Sunday 14 January

2pm to 3.45pm, **Sunday Documentary at Dokk1**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

3pm to 4pm, **Concert with the Wienerexpressen. Great New Year Music – to give you the right new year spirit at Sankt Johannes kirken**, Peter Sabroes Gade 20, 8000 Aarhus C, dkk50 at the door.

5.45pm, **Salsa Bailatina**, and from 8pm to 10.30pm **Salsatek** with DJ at the Student House, Nordre Ringgade 3, 8000 Aarhus C, dkk60/50, members reduced rates.

6.45pm to 9.45pm, **American soccer every Sunday in the crypt or at the vicar’s house**, see details at http://www.christianskirken.dk/forside/in-english/ Location: Christianskirken, Frederikshaldsgade 15, 8200 Aarhus N, 10’s min walk from AU Nobelparken.

Monday 15 January

*Open day and night: Remember to take advantage of the open air Skating Rink next to the Concert Hall Aarhus*, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

4pm to 5.30pm, **Language Café – free of charge at Dokk1**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

**At the Kino East of Paradise** Mondays means French Movies, many other films – all other days of the week at Øst for Paradis, Paradisgade 7-9, 8000 Aarhus C, tickets.

7.30pm to 10.30pm, **Fairbar: community singing from the Danish Folk Songbook at Fairbar**, Nørre Allé 66, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

Tuesday 16 January
10am, **Join a walk** with Aarhus Fodslaw – a good way to get to know some Danes – besides become familiar with the surrounding nature! Meet up at SuperBrugsen Mårslet, Hørretvej 12, at the gas station OK-tanken (bus line 16). Free.

5pm to 7.30pm, **Open day at the SOSU School – social worker education and more at SOSU Østjylland**, Hedeager 33, 8200 Aarhus N, free

7.30pm, **Concert with Organist Poul Skjølstrup Larsen, plays music by Hartmann and others, at Sankt Markus kirke, down Langelandsgade & opposite the AU Greenhouses.**

Wednesday 17 January

**UIC Event in the UIC Monday Mail – to be announced!**

Here is a small part of what’s happening in the city to choose from. Enjoy Aarhus City and try a concert or two, traditionally in the churches. But also at the Concert Hall Aarhus surely.

Very best wishes,

Gitte

Like the UIC on Facebook [here](https://www.facebook.com/iasUIC/) or via this link: [https://www.facebook.com/iasUIC/](https://www.facebook.com/iasUIC/)

---

**Note:** All UIC activities are free of charge to AU Staff, all their family members and all associated with International Community.

**Note:** If you know of anyone who could benefit from receiving the UIC Newsletter, please tell them to sign up on gha@au.dk
Emergency. For your convenience: How to respond correctly when an emergency occurs: **Call 112 first of all – anywhere in Denmark.** And if **on AU Campus dial the special tel. 8715 1617!**